
Foxes Class Weekly Blog  

Week Commencing: 3rd October 2022  

Day  What we have done today  
Monday  In maths we focused on addition of 3 digit and 1 digit numbers, and exchanging ones 

and tens. We had a great time in English exploring debate. We began to work on     
debating the ban of fox hunting, this is related to our story, Stig of the Dump. We 
split into groups and began to form our debate. In the afternoon, we worked in teams 
to make our obstacle courses and challenge each other with them. 

Tuesday  Today we started by practising filming each other as we practised our debate. We 
then presented our debates to the rest of the class (our audience). We did a great 
job, being convincing and persuasive. In maths, we continued with addition and played 
an exchange game with dice and base ten counters. In RE we worked on The Harvest 
and Fair Trade and ended the day focusing on numbers in French. 

Wednesday  In maths we began to exchange with addition using pictorial representations and in 
English we listened to part of the story where they make a shack in Stog’s den—we 
then made our own shack’s that we will describe on Monday. In the afternoon, we    
explored the similarities and differences of Stone Age farming and modern farming. 
We learned lots - one thing being that the Stone Age people started to domesticate 
animals for farming.  

Thursday  Swimming day!! Today, everyone has earned their first swimming certificate for 
learning new skills or showing us their confidence in these skills! We are very proud. 
Some of us remained in the classroom to work on our interventions, and then we 
swapped over. In science, during the afternoon, we worked on evolution and             
researched about different evolutionists.  

Friday A morning focused on our weekly spelling challenge and showing off our weekly   
homework (keeping fit and exercising).  In the afternoon, we enjoyed choice time and 
going to spend (or save) our Springfield Pounds.  


